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ANSA NSW Branch Executive & Committee 2016/2017
COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT

Stan Konstantaras

South Sydney AFA

VICE PRESIDENT

John Burgess

South Sydney AFA

SECRETARY

Joe Garufi

South Sydney AFA

TREASURER

Tony Steiner

South Sydney AFA

MEMBERSHIP
REGISTRAR
RECORDER(Records)

Pat Ashbury

South Sydney AFA

Bruce Tozer

Western Districts SFC

RECORDER(Competitions)

Travis Anderson

Wollongong SFC

MASTERS KEEPER

Rob Sinclair

Sea Bees Fishing Club

SPECIAL PROJECTD
(Angel Rings)

Stan Konstantaras

South Sydney AFA

SPEACIAL PROJECTS
(Fishing 4 Therapy)

Tony Steiner

South Sydney AFA

SPEACIAL PROJECTS
(Mulloway Tagging)

Chris Anagnostou

South Sydney AFA

ENVIRONMENTAL
OFFICER
PUBLIC OFFICER

Todd Moeser

Outcasts FC

Yanko Serifi

Wollongong SFC

ANSA NSW Life Members
Badge 1
Badge 3 (Dec’d)
Badge 5 (Dec’d)
Badge 7
Badge 9

Dick Lewers
Hank Newman
Bob Dunn
Mark McKinnirey
Bill Harvey

Badge 2
Badge 4 (Dec’d)
Badge 6 (Dec’d)
Badge 8

Pat Hunter
Alex Blair
Geoff Hawkins
Gary Wade
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History of ANSA NSW Branch
Date Line
 On the 12th August, 1967: – Steering Committee was formed consisting of the following people:
PRESIDENT

John Bethune

SECTRETARY/
TREASURER

John Erskine

PUBLICITY

Dick Lewers

 On the 4th May 1968: – The NSW Branch of ANSA was formed with the following office bearers:
PRESIDENT

John Bethune

VICE PRESIDENT

Dick Lewers

SECTRETARY

Don Brooks

TREASURER

Hank Newman

 On the 13th November 1968, the St George Sportfishing Club became the first ANSA NSW
affiliated club.
 On the 8th October 1986, ANSA NSW Branch became incorporated.
 On the 12th February 2000 ANSA NSW Branch became one of the founding members of the
Recreational Fishing Alliance of NSW.
 2007 ANSA celebrated 40 years.
 2018 ANSA celebrates 50 years.
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ANSA NSW Branch Past Office Bearers
YEAR

PRESIDENT

VICE
PRESIDENT

SECRETARY TREASURER

1969
1970
1971
1972

J.Bethane
R.Allen
R.Allen
R.Dunn

R.Lewers
R.Lewers
R Dunn
F Phillips

R Lent
R Lent
R Horne
R Horne

R Lent
R Lent
R Horne
R Horne

1973
(Adjourned)
1974
(Adjourned)
1975
(Adjourned)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

1976
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986

R.Dunn
R.Dunn
R.Dunn
B.Ray
G.Hawkins
G.Hawkins

F Phillips
F Phillips
W Harvey
R Brinkworth
M McKinnirey
H Newman

W Harvey
W Harvey
T Botham
E Davis
E Davis
E Davis

1988

G.Hawkins

M McKinnirey

1990
1992
1994
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

G.Hawkins
W.Harvey
W.Harvey
G.Wade
D.Shearing
D.Shearing
D.Shearing
D.Shearing
W.Harvey
W.Harvey
L.Waldock
L.Waldock
L.Waldock
L.Waldock
S.Konstantaras
S Konstantaras
S Konstantaras
S Konstantaras
S Konstantaras
S.Konstantaras
S.Konstantaras
S.Konstantaras
S.Konstantaras
S.Konstantaras
S.Konstantaras

S Church
M McKinnirey
M McKinnirey
W Harvey
W Harvey
W Harvey
W Harvey
W Harvey
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J.Burgess
J.Burgess
J.Burgess
J.Burgess
J.Burgess
J.Burgess

W Harvey
W Harvey
B Ray
T Redman
K Bennett
K Bennett
S Church
U Mitchell
S Church
G Hawkins
U Mitchell
U Mitchell
J Scott
G Wade
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
I Phillips
I Phillips
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
Y Serifi
J Garufi
J.Garufi
J.Garufi
J.Garufi
J.Garufi
J.Garufi
J.Garufi

G Wade

G Wade
S Livgst
B Lloyd
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
J Burgess
S Jasprizza
S Jasprizza
S Jasprizza
S Jasprizza
S Jasprizza
S.Jasprizza
T.Steiner
T.Steiner
T.Steiner
T.Steiner
T.Steiner
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President’s Report
As another year comes to a close the delicate art of negotiating recreational fishing access
continues as it has for the previous few years. Negotiating is a better word than “fight” in this
reports context as we try and stay positive and upbeat, but such negotiations take up an incredible
amount of our time at ANSA NSW and the other dual roles the ANSA NSW Executive have taken
up. Roles at the Recreational Fishing Alliance of NSW, ANSA National, Australian Recreational
Fishing Foundation, State and Federal government appointed committees and the list goes on and
essentially these are all underpinned by a common theme – retaining recreational fishing access to
the water, land and resource.
Whilst we are faced with losing access in our state and commonwealth waters due to marine parks
and sanctuary zones, gates and fences in our state national parks and along our rivers we are also
losing the fight to social media and the instant gratification that 2016 / 2017 seems to have
embraced. Put a picture of a great fish up and get 1,000,000 hits and 100,000 questions on where,
how, what lure, what boat, what tide and give me your spot in the ultimate presumptuous request.
Put a story up of a fishing spot that is about to closed and get a luke warm response at best. This is
where associations like ANSA NSW have taken up the slack and used its clubs and influence to
lobby, petition and just about bang on the doors to keep these spots open. Clubs have and will
always be the most coordinated avenue to respond to these threats.
Why the lesson in fishing interaction and its evolution and its effects on groups like ANSA NSW – I
continue to hear that clubs these days cannot compete with the millions of fishing groups that
social media has created. Yes I agree we need to evolve as an association but we should never
lose sight of the fact that just because you belong to 1, 10 or 100 fishing groups on social media
means nothing to most of us at ANSA NSW unless you are willing to roll your sleeves up and do
the dirty work that the ANSA NSW clubs continue to do. It’s not glamorous writing letters or
attending meetings, workshops and consultative groups but it is what it takes to keep our access
unhindered to the resource, land and water we fish on and in.
Looking forward to 2017 / 2018 ANSA NSW is committed to restructuring and developing a way to
tap the momentum social media has provided us as anglers and look at ways of drawing out the
future letter writers, future meeting attendees and future lobbyist’s out there who right now might be
sitting back and just doing this all day,

without talking to single person for days on end. Its not all doom and gloom and the “likes” are often
harnessed by our own ANSA NSW clubs as recruitemnt tools, what is of concern to me is that
many clubs are saying we cannot compete with social media and are bleeding members.
In this annual report you will see how much work is happening out there that benefits states 1
million anglers, and yet we make up 0.001% of the biomass in NSW and yet we carry the hopes
and aspirations of all on our shoulders.
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I did promise to remain upbeat and every single ANSA NSW member, Club Committee member
and State Executive member should be extremely honoured and gratified that a small 0.001% can
be pivotal in swaying how the NSW and Federal Governments decide on all of the stakeholder’s
access to the land, water and resource. This is why all of us should put our hands up to lead, build
our clubs up and try and leave the fishery in a better way than we found it.
This is why we do it, not for the “likes” and even though it will be challenging, fads like this come
and go, I know I have fished for 45 of my almost 50 years and hope to keep doing it till I can’t, but I
also know my own fishing club has opened up my eyes to what is going on around us, increased
my fishing opportunities 100 times over and built friendships that social media cannot. Keep this in
mind and join ANSA NSW in 2017 / 2018 is building bigger and stronger fishing clubs as beacons
in preserving and bettering our fishery in NSW.

Tight lines

Stan Konstantaras
President
ANSA NSW
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Vice President’s Report
The 2016/17 year was once again a very busy year for ANSA at a National and State level. There seems to
be a never ending pattern of challenges to recreational fishing and our fisheries that if left unchecked, the
resultant outcomes will have dire consequences for all current and future generations of recreational fishers.
It is impossible for ANSA to tackle all these threats and challenges alone and it is imperative that all
recreational peak bodies - state and national - which have recreational fishing at heart, rally together and
speak as one voice in advocating for the promotion and protection of recreational fishing and preservation of
the marine environment and fish resources across all boundaries.
In NSW we are indeed fortunate to be supported by the NSW Recreational Fishing Alliance (RFANSW)
which is the collective voice of recreational fishing in NSW and on a national front we have a strong ally in
the Australian Recreational Fishing Foundation (ARFF). ANSA is a foundation member of both these
organisations and plays a pivotal role in looking out for the interests of recreational fishers and engaging
with government and the many government agencies that have influence and say in the direction and
management of our fisheries and the marine environment.
Also at state level we have a voice on the NSW Ministerial Fisheries Advisory Council (MFAC) and the
Recreational Fishing NSW Council (RFNSW) and representation on the NSW Recreational Fishing
Saltwater Licence Trust Expenditure Committee (FSTEC). At a national level we have member
representation on the Ministers Advisory Council and direct engagement with the Australian Fisheries
Management Authority (AFMA) and Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry (DAF) on issues
pertaining to the management of our Commonwealth fisheries. ANSA's membership relationship with IGFA
also ensures that we have a voice and an ally on the international scene
ANSA is also at the leading edge of fish habitat preservation and rehabilitation initiatives both nationally and
at a state level via its membership of Ozfish Unlimited and the NSW Fish Habitat Partnership. ANSA is a
foundation member of both these organisations whose charter is to lead the charge on projects and funding
essential for the rehabilitation and preservation of our national waterways and to rejuvenate fish stocks back
to levels they were in our grandparent's time - no mean feat but at least the game has started.
It is no easy task interacting with the many differing factions that are putting recreational fishing in jeopardy
but it is gratifying how successful we can be as a collective voice by presenting well thought out alternative
scenarios and possible solutions in an objective and persuasive manner. It is not surprising that within the
ranks of government and those agencies that drive and influence recreational fishing policy and outcomes
there are many individuals who themselves are recreational fishers and are behind the scene allies and
supporters. We just need more of them and with a mind to be helpful and supportive.
We won't win on every issue and at times the best achievable outcome is preservation of the status quo so
that recreational fishers’ interests are not going backwards. Some of the more significant issues that ANSA
is actively involved with and which have a national and NSW impact include:


Commonwealth Small Pelagic Fishery and industrial scale trawling for SPF species. ANSA been at
the forefront of the long and successful national campaign to curtail the activities of large scale
factory/ trawler vessels in key recreational fishing locations. We have seen the departure of the
Margiris and the Geelong Star and more recently the scrapping of the proposal to Pair Trawl NSW
south coastal waters. This threat to our small pelagic fishery just seems to keep resurrecting itself
and we need to be constantly on the alert to any new potential threat to exploit SPF species on an
industrial scale. The clear message is that the optimum socio economic use for SPF species is to
just leave them in the water.
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Commonwealth Marine Reserves. After more than a decade of deliberations and campaigning with
Federal governments of all sides as well as the Commonwealth Department of Environment, a
revised draft plan of management for the Coral Sea, Temperate East, South West, North West and
North marine reserves has finally been released for public consultation. This latest draft plan is far
more favourable to recreational fishing than any previous plan released by the Labor or Coalition
governments and has finally taken into account the basic principle that recreational fishers should
not be locked out of the reserves without justifiable science. While it is true that we didn't get
everything we were asking for the revised plan does give recreational fishers a vastly improved level
of access, particularly in the Coral Sea and Northwest reserves which were the main areas of
contention. There is also considerable scope for managed recreational fisher access to green
protection zones under the umbrella of citizen science and for artificial reefs and FADs to be located
within the reserves to compensate for loss of access to some established reef areas etc. It is an
imperative for all recreational fishers that we continue to counter the campaign from the conservation
lobby for these latest draft plans to be overturned.
Resource sharing - A hot topic now that the IOTC (Indian Ocean Tuna Commission) has set a 2018
deadline for the Australian Southern Bluefin Tuna quota to include the catch taken by recreational
fishers. This will require a sharing of the SBT quota between the commercial and recreational fishing
sectors and will set an important precedent for the shared management of other significant
commercial fisheries at both a commonwealth and state level. How such a sharing arrangement can
be facilitated and managed will be a major challenge for all stakeholders including government.
Murray Darling Basin - With the recent revelation of alleged water theft and corruption within the
ranks of those responsible for management of MDB water allocations it a grave concern that
environmental flows of water intended for the lower reaches of the MDB may not materialise. This is
a major threat to those of us that fish this river system and we need to ensure that measures are in
place to protect our inland river systems and the unique marine diversity that goes hand in glove with
these important river systems - put simply no water/no fish habitat/no fish.
White Spot Disease. To control the spread of this disease we have successfully campaigned for
tighter controls on the import of foreign prawn product and the restriction on the sale of imported
green prawn for bait and the introduction of an education awareness program for recreational fishers
on the use of prawn baits.
National Code of Practice for recreational fishing. A revised NCOP has now been finalised and will
shortly be released to the broad fishing public. ANSA will be replacing its existing NCOP with the
latest version.
Government acknowledgement of the need for an adequately resourced Commonwealth
Recreational Fishing Council to give recreational fishers the level of representation and advocacy
that aligns with the socio economic value of recreational fishing
More equitable recreational fisher representation on national and state bodies responsible for fishery
and environmental management and enhancement of the skill and knowledge base of recfisher
appointees
Support for the conduct of a national / state by state study into the socio economic value of
recreational fishing
Recognition of recreational fishing in Commonwealth and State Fisheries Management Acts
Support for enhanced investment in fisheries research and recognition of the role and value of citizen
science
Involvement in the rollout of the national campaign to eradicate carp from our river systems and the
restocking with native species
Engagement in the development and delivery of a national recreational fishing education programme
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Support for the campaign to stop dredging of Abbot Point and the dumping of spoil on the Great
Barrier Reef to facilitate the shipping of coal from the environmentally controversial Adani coal mine
project

On the NSW scene specifically we have been actively engaged with issues such as:


















Ongoing lobbying for NSW government recognition of the RFA NSW as the official State peak body
for all NSW recreational fishers
Engagement in plans for creation of a Hawkesbury Bioregion Marine Park - including a Sydney
Harbour marine park and a campaign for the Harbour be declared a recreational fishing haven
Lobbying for no netting in the Hawkesbury, Shoalhaven and Tuggerah Lakes and for these
waterways to be declared recreational fishing havens
Continued pressure on agencies such as the EPA, Sydney Water and Councils for the detection and
prosecution of offenders for water contamination and fish kill events and also for financial penalties
when imposed by the Land and Environment Court to be directed into local habitat rehabilitation and
other fishery related projects rather than consolidated revenue. Already we have potentially secured
$200000 for extension of the DPI Mulloway stocking program in Botany Bay from such penalties.
Pursuing financial offsets for loss of recreational fishing access. It is our goal to build upon the $5mill
for loss of fishing access within Botany Bay which is earmarked for the installation of 2 additional
artificial reefs off Southern Sydney and other recreational fishing amenities.
A watching brief on the draconian "on Street" boat trailer parking regulations which now effectively
restrict parking on public streets for a maximum of 28 days across NSW. While only a small number
of councils across Sydney are running pilots of this restrictive practice all boat owners and the
boating industry should be very concerned if this discriminatory regulation is adopted state wide.
Campaign to ensure that recreational fishers are not unjustly prohibited from fishing off public jetties
and wharves
Engagement with relevant authorities concerning the regulatory requirements for compulsory
wearing of lifejackets by rock fishers. While there is considerable merit in having rock fishers wear
lifejackets it is critically important that the type of jacket to be worn is of a recognised Australian
standard that is specific and tailored for rock fishing use
Continued rollout of the Angel Ring programme and safe fishing awareness/ education
Expansion of the ANSA NSW Newtag programme
Support for the installation of mesh screens on inland waterway irrigation pumps to minimise
mortality impact on juvenile freshwater fish species etc.
Support for the campaign to introduce Platypus friendly yabby traps
Involvement and input into the ongoing review of NSW commercial fishing

This is a once again a remarkable level of activity by a very small group of individuals who also play vital
roles in keeping ANSA at the forefront of recreational fishing by ensuring that its sport fishing activities and
member services are in tune with member needs and for ANSA to be the organisation of choice for all
recreational fishers.

John Burgess
Executive Officer/ Director - ANSA National Ltd
Vice President - ANSA NSW Branch
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Secretary’s Report
Another eventful year has past and the committees’ commitment has once again been put to the test.
Needless to say, the committee passed with flying colours.
Once again, ANSA was called to stand up, defend and curtail various issues to ensure that our members’
rights and those of every recreational angler in NSW and throughout the country were upheld and protected.
Our membership can be assured that ANSA has been well represented at both a State and Federal level.
The committee has worked hard to ensure that membership renewals were processed. This was a big
challenge for our membership officer Pat Ashbury and treasurer Tony Steiner. Big thanks to both of you.
The committee ensured that all the lasted updates for the ANSA NSW 12 Month Competition, ANSA
Convention Circuit and Records were distributed as regularly as possible. This is a massive job. Well done
to our recorders for records and competitions, Bruce Tozer and Travis Anderson. Thanks for your
commitment throughout all the year.
Our project co-ordinators, Stan Konstantaras, Tony Steiner and Chris Anagnostou have perform
exceptionally well with our Angelring, Fishing 4 Therapy and Newtag projects in the last year. Recognition at
all levels of Government, both at a State and Federal level has been massive. More lives saved through the
Angelring Project, successful and useful data gathered through our Mulloway Tagging Project and great
results for our Fishing 4 Therapy Project. Well done gentlemen.
To the remaining committee and other volunteers, THANK YOU! Your commitment is very much
appreciated and I look forward to working with you all once again.
Promotional Material
As you must all be aware, ANSA promotes itself through what it does and stands for, but if you are looking
to promote ANSA through your clubs or at conventions or your local community do not forget that ANSA has
promotional brochures available and there is always ANSA ware that can be purchased. If you need any
more information on promotional gear, please get in contact with me and I will guide you through the
process.
Committee Meetings
The Committee meets quarterly during the fishing calendar year with its most recent meeting being August
2017. Don’t forget clubs are more than welcome to attend committee meetings as they see fit. It probably
would not be a bad idea to come and see how things are run at a State level. It can be very rewarding and
many hands make light work. We are always looking for new enthusiastic club members to join the
committee and help run ANSA NSW.
The Email Database
The ANSA NSW email database currently hosts all ANSA NSW affiliated Clubs. Most of the Clubs on the
database have minimum one contact. In total, the database hosts more than 120 points of contact, which
includes Sportfishing NSW members. As in previous years, the electronic mailing system has really helped
ANSA NSW operate more efficiently, economically and has aided their capability for distributing up to date
information quickly. Hundreds, if not thousands of emails are distributed to all our member clubs each year.
If you are not receiving electronic information from ANSA NSW please let me know and I will most definitely
add you as a contact to the database. Do not forget, ANSA NSW has an email protocol and your addresses
will be used for distribution of ANSA NSW information only.
Club Newsletters
It was very encouraging to see that ANSA NSW Clubs are sending out more newsletters than ever before. It
was especially encouraging that information distributed by ANSA NSW featured in the newsletters. Well
done to all those club volunteers that put their newsletter together. Keep up the great work!
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The Website.
The ANSA NSW website is the central information hub for all ANSA NSW members. It is a vital tool for
distributing information, so make sure you visit at least once a month for any new updates. Not all
information is distributed direct via email.
The ANSA NSW website has been maintained regularly through the past 2016/2017 year and is currently up
to date. Anything you would need to know about how ANSA NSW operates, how to start a club, how to join
ANSA, competition updates, and record updates etc is on our website. We even have a photo gallery with
some great photos of fish our members catch.
Facebook.
ANSA NSW has a Facebook page. Currently the Facebook page has more than 390 likes, but we would
really like to see more people like the page. So if you haven’t liked the page yet, do it right NOW!! Log on
and like ANSA NSW on Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/ANSANSW
The ANSA NSW Committee is always here to service our membership efficiently and effectively, so please
do not hesitate to approach the committee about anything.
Enjoy your year and stay safe,

Joe Garufi
Secretary
ANSA NSW Branch
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Treasurer’s Report
Following is the Financial Report for the Year of 2016 - 2017 as well as the budget for 2017 – 2018.
The year finished with a combined bank balance of $ 26,394.91, which is broken down to the Main
account $ 11767.10 & the Project account $ 14,627.81.
Actual against budget saw a slight decrease with revenue, mostly due to a fall in membership for
Clubs and their affiliation fees while ANSA Direct had an increase.
The additional fall in income this year, against Budget for the Main account, was due to a $2000
budgeted payment for Newtag, resulting in a budgeted income of $17,239 versus actual of
$14,596.29.
Costs against budget were mostly on track, leaving a deficit of approximately $ 3700.00 total, for
the main account.
At end of year the Project Account funds for Fishing 4 Therapy were allocated except for approx
$1050.00 with Angel Rings still holding funds due to an order still pending for more rings.
The other noticeable increase in costs against budget was for the Website / Internet costs to
budget. The extra costs were due to works on the site and ongoing maintenance.
As Treasurer I would like to thank the other Committee members for their ongoing support & help
through the year and I look forward to what I hope is going to be a growth in member involvement
for 2017 - 2018.

Tony Steiner
Treasurer
ANSA NSW
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Membership Registrar’s Report
MEMBERSHIP REGISTRAR’s REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
2016-17 membership numbers were a bit of a mixed bag with 1 or 2 big increases but overall memberships
were a little lower compared with 2015-16. Direct memberships were up again. On the club side, we lost 3
and gained 3. Total memberships as at 30 June 2016 stands at 1,168 members in 32 clubs.
The following table shows membership numbers by club for the last 5 years.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Club Name
A.F.A. Sportfishing Club
Australian Land Based Anglers Assoc
Barrenjoey Sportfishing Club
Basin Lure & Fly Anglers Assoc
Botany Bay Sport Fishing Club
Campbelltown City Sportfishing Club
Canberra Fisherman's Club
Eden Sport & Game Fishing Club
Happy Hookers Sportfishing Club
Lakeside Tavern Fishing Club
Malabar Boat Owners & Sea Rescue FC
Manly Warringah Sportfishing Club
Mooney Hawks Fishing Club
Muddy Creek Boating & A F A
Narooma S & S Bowlo Fishing Club
Narooma Sport & Game Fishing Club
Newcastle Sportfishing Club
Northern Rivers Fishing Club
Nowra Sport Fishing Club
Ocean Beach Hotel Fishing Club
Outcast Fishing Club
Penrith Panthers Fishing Club
Robbo Reelers Fishing & Social Club
Sands Hotel Fishing Club
Sea Bees Fishing Club
Solitary Islands Game Fishing Club
South Sydney Amateur Fishing Assoc
Sportfishing NSW
St George Sportfishing Club
Sussex Inlet Bowling Fishing Club
Team OTY Fishing Club
Tomakin Fishing Club
Toongabbie Sports Fishing Club
Victoria Hotel Fishing Club
Wagga Family Fishing Club
Western District Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club

Totals

2012-2013
7
66
13
N/A
82
1
22
14
12
N/A
N/A
20
1
N/A
6
48
44
5
71
7
N/A
9
46
6
106
4
240
46
117
9
6
N/A
22
6
16
12
78

2013-2014
7
67
N/A
N/A
91
37
52
13
8
6
57
19
1
3
4
45
41
4
67
8
N/A
13
40
7
109
N/A
223
31
116
15
4
N/A
19
N/A
15
12
62

2014-2015
6
43
12
N/A
96
31
29
10
11
2
65
15
1
6
4
70
35
3
50
6
N/A
10
34
10
105
1
214
24
101
N/A
18
N/A
28
N/A
15
12
59

2015-2016
6
55
11
N/A
101
32
47
30
11
1
64
12
1
6
4
66
38
6
35
8
N/A
13
38
10
83
1
189
43
102
N/A
25
N/A
20
N/A
43
13
64

2016-2017
3
52
10
0
94
28
47
20
11
N/A
60
9
1
6
N/A
63
36
4
31
5
15
24
29
9
77
0
186
55
103
N/A
21
1
23
N/A
71
13
61

1142

1196

1126

1177

1168

Here’s to a successful 2017-2018
Pat Ashbury - Membership Registrar ANSA NSW
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Recorder’s Report - Competitions
Another year of competitions has been run and won with the amount of participating anglers, clubs and fish
entered into the various divisions being very similar to last year’s numbers.
12 Month Competition
This year again saw 65 anglers submit fish representing 11 ANSA clubs.
A total of 209 fish were recorded. The bulk of these fish (77) were placed into the Tag & Release section
primarily by both John Rankin and Lynette Robb from the Eden Sport & Gamefishing club who dominated
this division.
The most popular fish species entered was a reversal of last year with Striped Marlin (29) being the most
popular followed by Dolphin fish (28) and coming in third again was Australian Salmon registering 14
Captures.
Tag & Release was again by far the most popular division.
Congratulations to all the winners and place-getters in this year’s competition.
Like last year, this year’s 12 month comp really did come down to the wire with the final outcome for
Champion Club not being decided until the final entries were tallied at the July 14 deadline.
Like last year it was a two club race between both Wollongong and South Sydney to decide champion club.
It was great to see last year’s runners up; South Sydney edge out Wollongong to secure the champion club
trophy for this year. A great club result with many anglers actively submitting fish to achieve this excellent
result. Special mention to Edo Rutstein the South Sydney AFA recorder for ensuring all good club captures
were being submitted keeping me busy in the process.
It was pleasing to see all 25 divisions were won and in particular the 5 new sections added this year were
completely filled

ANSA Convention Circuit (ACC)
Convention

ANSA
Attendees
2016-17

ANSA
Attendees
2015-16

ANSA
Attendees
2014-15

ANSA
Attendees
2013-14

Glenbawn
Talbingo
Burrinjuck
Nowra
Narooma
Sydney
Lake Lyell
Total Attendance

86
83
51
85
125
96
426

92
91
68
88
141
88
568

85
15
117
78
71
164
85
615

89
23
126
86
89
177
70
660

A total of 426 ANSA members attended the 6 conventions that make up the ACC this year. This was a drop
of 142 attendee’s or 25% in total overall attendance when compared to the previous year.
This is unfortunately a massive decline in numbers but hopefully this can be turned around with some new
initiatives being implemented by the state committee. The advent of both a Summer Slam and Freshwater
Slam series will hopefully rekindle some more participation into the future.
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The Summer Slam involved attendance at Nowra, Narooma and Sydney tournaments. Unlike the ACC point
scoring system which only awarded points for the top five fish in six nominated divisions, this standalone
series only involved recording a capture at all three conventions to be eligible with the winning angler then
being drawn at random. The winner of the first Summer Slam was Lachlan Quinn from the Botany Bay Club
who collected a great micro jigging outfit for his effort.
The Freshwater Slam is comprised of fishing at Lyell, Glenbawn and Burrinjuck Dams with this series
concluding after the running of the Burrinjuck Convention in November.
In addition to the two newly introduced Slam concept formats, we will also have again seven eligible
conventions for inclusion into this year’s ACC with the inclusion of the South Coast Mighty Bonanza fishing
competition to be hosted by the newly ANSA affiliated Tomakin Fishing Club.
This competition will be run at the very end of September and has great prizes on offer. It will fill the void left
by the Talbingo Convention which folded a couple of years back.
As usual I still had issues receiving convention updates from several clubs (not all) after the running of their
respective conventions. Can the recorders of all host clubs put it on a to do list that all results need to be
forwarded onto the ANSA competitions recorder within a fortnight of the conventions conclusion. The longer
it takes for me to receive this information the longer it takes to put out a convention circuit update for
members.
A big congratulation to all the winners and place getters in this year’s ACC. Unfortunately however, like last
year, there were no girls who achieved the minimum of three convention attendances and as such this
division was not awarded.
I am looking forward to seeing plenty of entrants into the various competitions for this coming year in both
the ACC and the various 12 month competitions. That being said at the end of my current two year term I
will not be renominating as the NSW State Competitions Recorder so there will be an opportunity for
someone to take on this role. It is a great experience to see what goes on behind the scenes and also an
eye opener as to just how much work some of the state committee are involved with.

HOOKEM GOOD
TRAVIS

Travis Anderson
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Recorder’s Report - Recorders
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Masters Keeper’s
On behalf of the ANSA NSW Committee, congratulations to our members who obtained Masters
Awards this year:

Chelsea Rutstein (South Sydney Amateur Fishing Association)
 Junior Master Angler Sportfishing
Belinda Rayment (St George Sport Fishing Club)
 Master Angler All Tackle Length
Josh Colling (St George Sport Fishing Club)
 Master Angler All Tackle Length
Phil Turner (St George Sport Fishing Club)
 Master Angler All Tackle “50” Length
Wayne Colling (St George Sport Fishing Club)
 Master Angler All Tackle Length
 Master Angler – Gamefishing 30
 Master Angler – “250” Sportfishing 20
These are all fantastic personal achievements, however there were a number of notable Masters
Awards this year including that of Wayne Colling on achieving his “250” Sportfishing 20 and
Chelsea Rutstein’ first Masters Award.
It is great to see St George Sport Fishing Club members having very strong representation this
year and encourage all clubs to promote the Masters Awards across their membership. Also please
keep an eye on your individual captures as many of you no doubt are only in need of that last
elusive capture or two to be eligible to lodge your claim.

Regards,

Rob Sinclair
ANSA NSW Masters Keeper
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Angel Ring Coordinator’s Report
The Project has been in travelling at a very slow pace due to the insurance requirements enforced upon us
by the Minister and Crown Lands Office in the early part of 2016. We have been asked to secure additional
insurance for the Project and have been either trying to or negotiating an outcome for the past 18 months.
Our discussions and negotiations with Crown Lands to date and recent representations to the Ministers
Office have seen a concerted push to resolve this issue. Our latest correspondence with Crown Lands was
on the 27th March 2017 and was positive in heading towards an outcome.
The project continues to replace angel rings in response to calls from the community with an average of 1
every fortnight being replaced. The most recent one was at Kurnell on the 16th April 2017 and Little Bay last
week. We continue to monitor rescues as well.
News Feed

Sutherland Shire - Latest News & Alerts
March 12 2017·
KURNELL - Angler rescued after being swept off rocks.
A young man has been transported to St George Hospital this morning (12/3) after being swept off rocks
near Kurnell. About 7am, emergency services were called to waters near Cape Solander after reports of an
angler in distress. The 20-year-old man, who was not wearing a life jacket at the time, was swept off the
rocks as he was fishing. Another angler was able to throw an 'angel' ring flotation device out to the man
while a nearby diver also assisted. Police from Marine Area Command were able to pull the man onto a
police boat before transporting him to shore. Paramedics treated the man before transporting him to St
George Hospital in a stable condition
Latest Media Releases
Water rescue - Snapper Point
Tuesday, 21 March 2017 09:17:52 AM
A woman has been rescued after falling into the water while rock fishing on the Central Coast last night. The
27-year-old woman, who was not wearing a life jacket, was fishing with a man at Snapper Point, within the
Lake Munmorah National Park, when she slipped and was swept into the water. The woman was able to
swim to a rock ledge where her partner threw a life ring to her, which she has held onto until the arrival of
police and the Westpac Rescue Helicopter. The woman was winched to safety then flown to John Hunter
Hospital as a precaution. She is not believed to have suffered any injuries.
Long wait for life saving device after drowning at Wentworth Falls Lake
B.C Lewis 14 Feb 2017, 8:30 a.m.
'It could save a life or just serve as a reminder that all our waterways are dangerous": ANSA's Stan
Konstantaras is pleased that after a drowning and years of inaction life saving guardian angel rings will
finally be installed by council at Wentworth Falls Lake.
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After years of inaction Blue Mountains Council will install “guardian angel rings” at Wentworth Falls Lake
within a fortnight. It follows the tragic death of 16-year-old HSC student Michael ‘Mikey’ Ryall of Lawson,
who drowned while fishing at the popular spot in April, 2014. His family requested council allows the
Australian National Sportfishing Association (ANSA) to install the two life-saving devices at two different
locations by the edge of the lake, as well as a memorial seat. Council agreed to the move a year ago but
never told the Association they had given it the green light.
ANSA’s Stan Konstantaras, who looks after the angel ring program nationally, told the Gazette they did a
thorough investigation at the lake after the drowning and found several places where the angel rings would
be appropriate – near the dam and the other on the opposite side of the spillway. While the rings were
normally placed in coastal locations, frequented by rock fishermen, there had been “precedents set in a dam
in Orange – popular with children and fishermen – and also at Wentworth Falls country club’s private dam
just two kilometers away”. Council declined the offer by ANSA and the NSW Council of Freshwater Anglers
in June 2014. “It has not been for want of trying [to get the rings installed at the lake]. It’s ten minutes
work,” Mr Konstantaras said.
“There’s been zero correspondence [from Blue Mountains council] ... and no news on the February 2016
decision. “Once we send out three or four emails and still get ‘no’, we move on to the next project. We’re a
volunteer organisation and we don’t have time to chase things down.”
Following inquiries from the Gazette last week a council spokeswoman said the rings and seat were part of
“larger civil works project around the dam spillway” and Mikey’s family had been notified of the delays. The
rings would be anchored to the new works at an unconfirmed date, she said. But when the Gazette revealed
ANSA NSW, who would be installing the rings free of charge and had no word from council, council said
they would install the rings and the seat within a fortnight and had passed on this news to the family and
ANSA. “The work has been planned in such a way that will allow for the easy and temporary removal of the
seat when the civil works are done on the spillway,” she added.
“Stan is kindly delivering the angel rings and associated apparatus by the end of this week.”
“It’s a good outcome, a brilliant outcome,” Mr Konstantaras said, who showed the Gazette the rings at their
proposed new home on the weekend.
The rings have a long history of saving lives. In 1993 the life of a rockfishing angler was saved at Moes
Rock, south of Jervis Bay by a life ring installed by a bereaved father who had lost his son who was
rockfishing at Moes Rock at an earlier date.
ANSA has installed and maintains 131 rings in NSW at publicly accessible waterways and reports there
have been 76 confirmed rescues using the rings.
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“And those rescues are just the ones we know about, confirmed by police and other emergency
services,” ASNA’s executive officer John Burgess added.
Council will now manage the installation and maintenance of the rings.
Whilst the project has been in limbo for a while now due to the negotiations over insurance we still have
been able to maintain a level of service and will continue to do so in 2017 / 2018.

Stan Konstantaras
Angel ring Coordinator.
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Special Projects – Fishing 4 Therapy
As with previous years, 2016/2017 had its share of challenges and changes. Our focus is still on the main
groups which are broken into the following categories: Autism (Cerebral Palsy & Down Syndrome); Acquired
Brain injury (Stroke / Heart attack); Terminally Ill & Physical Rehabilitation
We also introduced a few extra speciality sessions which were more aimed at one on one sessions for those
who were either not ready for group sessions or needed extra attention / confidence building or are not able
to interact with others on a social level.
We continued to help with forms of Grief Counselling due to the loss of three individuals who were long term
attendees, Blind adolescents; Aged care, Depression and providing a social outside experience for some.
Our ABI group now has a regular attendee who used to be a Chef in a well known restaurant. He does not
wish to fish but attends almost every session and now runs our BBQ which we have every other session,
showing that you don’t need to actually fish to gain the benefits from the programme.
Again we were able to participate in a public day at Centennial Park to show what we offer through the
programme. We had gear was on display along with our two 300ltr therapy tanks and our new tank that
holds approx 2000 litres of water. These were loaded with fish and turtles and offered the same hands on
experience to the public that the regular attendee’s have. The day was a huge success with a confirmed
count of over 9000 people through our stand in a 6 hour period. A massive publicity win for ANSA NSW and
F4T.
With our funding, we have met & finished Milestones 1 & 2 of our funding with Milestone 3 almost due. Our
paths have crossed with a Psychologist who will possibly being helping with a study into the effects /
outcomes for the programme on the attendees. Some of our attendees are still being combined into our
General Public sessions and we find they are able to fish as equals against able body fisherman.
We have also introduced the “10 KEG CLUB”. All attendees for the ABI sessions who catch and land a fish
or 10kg or greater are entered into our new Elite Club. They are awarded a certificate and a Rapala Hat, not
to mention having their photo posted in their Associations Newsletter and web page for maximum brag
rights. To date we have 4 members who have now qualified for this.
I would also like to give a special thanks to the Sea Bee’s Fishing Club for their generous donation of $1000
to the programme. The funds allowed for extra seating, repairs to the trailer scheduled for later in the year,
extra specialty fishing outfits and some new custom made rods, extra seats and new fishing line etc. Their
generosity and support is truly appreciated by all who attend.
Our newest hurdle is the impact from the introduction of the NDIS to all attendees. While we continue to
provide the programme at no cost to the attendees, they must now make a payment to the carers who come
with them, for transport or simply for providing the care for each session. To date they have all agreed to the
extra costs so they can continue to come, but as their new budgets are reviewed this may change on
individual cases.
F4T continues to run and grow mainly thanks to the volunteer help we receive from the regular helpers. In
particular, Bill Harvey, who is always first to arrive & last to go and always bringing a spare cup for his coffee
flask.

Tony Steiner
Special Projects Officer
Fishing 4 Therapy
ANSA NSW.
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Special Projects – NEWTAG Report
NEWTAG has continued its amazing run this past year with the Mulloway Tagging Project and the Dave
Irvine Memorial Snapper Tagging Project being the jewels in the NEWTAG crown.
It is amazing to see how the tagging of large fish has been embraced by all sectors of the community and
the ANSA NSW name is at the forefront of citizen science in NSW. This year we have also taken the next
step beyond tagging by assisting DPI Fisheries in the capture of 17 mulloway in Sydney Harbour to
surgically implant acoustic trackers. The tracking arrays are placed throughout the Harbour and the after 12
months the results were downloaded.
The results look a little mystifying when the data is presented in its raw form below but these represent the
movements of 16 fish over a year and how far they moved from their capture location and when you take
into account that each individual graph consists of up to 7000 data points you would be hard pressed to
understand what is going on.

But now move forward and when you ask the gurus ( mainly Prof Matt Taylor ) from DPI Fisheries to
decipher and join the dots you get something like this that makes perfect sense.
This is Mulloway No.19958 and its movements over a year and the track it mainly followed, time spent at
certain locations and time spent in the area. NEWTAG is waiting for the other 15 fish to be mapped, but
19958 shows a distinct affinity for Sydney Harbour.
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The NEWTAG Facebook page has been the communication portal of choice and the updates being shared
are nothing short of amazing and almost instantaneous.
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The full NEWTAG report will be issued in the coming months and will include about 10 pages of data similar
to the preliminary snapshot of the report Prof Julian Hughes has completed below
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Dave Irvine Snapper Tagging Project 2016

Why Tag Snapper?
Snapper are one of the most important species to both commercial and recreational fisheries in NSW. It is
therefore critical that as much biological and fishery data as possible be collected in order to monitor the
health of the stock and manage it for future long term sustainability. Basic biological data (growth and
reproduction) for snapper is routinely collected via monitoring of commercial catches and The NSW
Research Angler Program (recreational catches). Another crucial data requirement concerns the migratory
movements, growth and post-release survival of the species. A tagging program for snapper in NSW would
provide such data and if run through the NSW Research Angler Program, would provide an opportunity for
passionate recreational fishers to make an important contribution to the ongoing monitoring of the snapper
stock in NSW.
Having the opportunity to tag snapper on a specific weekend every year with the help of some very talented
and serious snapper anglers will ensure consistent data collection, great post survival of these valuable fish.
The tagging data is used by scientists to study the lives and habits of these fish species. The migratory
habits of the tagged fish are observed by measuring the distance and direction travelled between tagging
and recapture, and this can be linked with environmental factors. Growth patterns are also monitored.
The observations also enable scientists to study the structure of fish stocks and assess whether there is any
mixing between populations that are geographically distant from one another. This information is vital to
improve the understanding and management of this valuable species.
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Last Year’s Results:
Following is a small summary of the NSW RAP-ANSA Tagging Project’s brief foray into snapper tagging the
2016 Dave Irvine Memorial Snapper Classic in August 2016.
Some great winter weather and 36 very capable anglers resulted in a total of 107 snapper ranging in size
from 32 up to a whopping 89.5 cm total length being tagged over the two day comp with an average size of
66 cm! As can be seen from the below graph, this average was driven to such an impressive size by the fact
that 77% of the tagged fish were larger than 60 cm. All bar four fish were caught using a variety of lures with
soft plastics proving particularly effective and resulting in the vast majority of fish being released in excellent
condition. Sami Omari was the number one tagger for the 2016 comp with 7 fish and the largest fish, at 89.5
cm, was tagged by Ryan Camlin. To date, a single recapture has been reported with a 63 cm fish tagged
during the comp by Brent Hancock recaptured 17 days later. An awesome effort from all the taggers
involved for producing such a great result.
It is hoped that this tagging information will be used to obtain information on the biology (distribution,
movement, growth, exploitation) of snapper to encourage fishers to participate in the management of the
fishery. When a tagged fish is recaptured, catch information is linked to the original tag and release and
compared to the recapture information. We need more fish tagged and recaptured in 2017!

ANSA NSW and NEWTAG will continue to look at more ways of incorporating citizen science into its fishing
repertoire and should also look at pioneering some other research opportunities, however small to get the
ball rolling. Small satellite tagging of fish like snapper and mulloway, larger species like Broadbill, tagging in
sanctuary zones, something ANSA NSW has pushed and we could also deploy small sat tags in SZ and
outside, other issues to do with Barotrauma that we could look at and again train a few anglers to take it to
the next level, I am sure we could find some support out there to sample DNA or sample test blood in 2017 /
2018, we will be looking at every aspect of citizen science in the coming year.
Chris Anagnostou
NEWTAG
ANSA NSW Tagging Officer
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Champion Club Trophy
YEAR
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990 TIE
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

CLUB
St George Sportfishing Club
Sydney Sportfishing Club
Sydney Sportfishing Club
Newcastle Sportfishing Club
Bankstown Bluewater Fishing Club
Newcastle Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Newcastle Sportfishing Club
Nowra Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club / Newcastle Sportfishing Club
Foster/Tuncurry Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
St George Sportfishing Club
Nowra Sportfishing Club
Trial Bay Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Nowra Sportfishing Club
Port Stephens Rod and Reel Club
Nowra Sportfishing Club
Nowra Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Nowra Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
South Sydney Amateur Fishing Association
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
Wollongong Sportfishing Club
South Sydney Amateur Fishing Association
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Tag and Release Trophy
YEAR
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992 TIE
1992 TIE
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012 TIE
2012 TIE
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

ANGLER
Michael James
Tim Simpson
Stephen McMillan
Steven Church
Greg Clarke
Steven Church
Steven Church
Jim Wray
Jim Wray
David Stone
Steven Church
Greg Clarke
Andrew Lukaszewwicz
Scott MacLean
Bob Irvine
Mark Williams
Michael James
Wayne Colling
Wayne Colling
Peter Sitarz
Wayne Colling
Wayne Colling
Wayne Colling
John Lazzaro
Arthur Smith
Arthur Smith
Warren Sinclair
Brian Schofield
John Rankin
Mario Imbriano
Cassie Schofield
Luke Dodd
Silvestro Severi
Chris Mcfayden
Chris Anagnostou
Chris Stolk
Russell Emms
Russell Emms
Russell Emms
John Rankin
Lynette Robb

CLUB
Newcastle SFC
Barrenjoey SFC
Bankstown BFC
Coffs Harbour SFC
Wollongong SFC
Coffs Harbour SFC
Coffs Harbour SFC
Coffs Harbour SFC
Coffs Harbour SFC
Newcastle SFC
Eden SGFC
Wollongong SFC
Newcastle SFC
South Sydney AFA
Canberra FC
Lake Macquarie SFC
Newcastle SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Newcastle SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Bermagui SFC
Newcastle SFC
Newcastle SFC
Newcastle SFC
Eden S&GFC
Eden S&GFC
Canberra FC
Eden S&GFC
Wollongong SFC
South Sydney AFA
Newcastle SFC
South Sydney AFA
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Eden S&GFC
Eden S&GFC
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Most Versatile Angler Trophy
YEAR
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

ANGLER
Ian Campbell
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Cameron Jones
Wayne Colling
Greg Clarke
Phillip Worsley
Wayne Colling
Wayne Colling
Wayne Colling
Terry Tatton
Terry Tatton
Robert Barrett
Mark Rubie
Phil Turner
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Greg Clarke
Terry Tatton
Chris Stolk
Terry Tatton
Terry Tatton
Terry Tatton
Terry Tatton

CLUB
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Nowra SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Wollongong SFC
St George SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Nowra SFC
St George SFC
St George SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
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Roy Winter Memorial Trophy
Excellence in Rock Fishing
The inception of the Roy Winter Memorial Trophy occurred during the mid 1970’s when Mr and Mrs
Winter presented the Perpetual Trophy to ANSA in memory of their son Roy who passed away in his
early 20’s before he could achieve his fishing goals.
The trophy is not awarded as a matter of course each year but rather only when, if in the
Committee’s opinion, a significant capture has been made from the rocks during the competition
year. Entries are not called for with the winners name usually obtained from examining all rock
captures made from the 12 Month Competition.

YEAR

ANGLER

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

John Ashley
David Mayne
Ed Davis
Wayne Poole
Steven Goatcher
Mark Wray
Juha Sakkara
Gavin Goodwin
James Zsovar
Not awarded
Vic Caplikas
Not awarded
Not awarded
Brett Harding
Ian Beasley
Greg Medhurst
Jim Siarakas
Not awarded
Barry Preston
Not awarded
Not awarded
Glen Beers
Not awarded
Not awarded
Not awarded
Barron Lippel
Dominic Casarotto
Mark Rubie
Not awarded
Not awarded
Matt Manson
Shane Bourke
Tomasz Szyszkowski

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Not awarded
Not awarded
Damian Thorpe
Adam Dia
Shane Bourke
Gavin Beveridge
Luke Nicholson
Chris Scurfield
Shane Burke

DESCRIPTION
29.5 kg Longtail Tuna on 10kg line
26.0kg Yellofin Tuna on 6kg line

2.3kg Rock Blackfish on 1kg line
110.0kg Black Marlin on 10kg line

17.3kg Mulloway on 8kg line
12.8kg Longtail Tuna on 4kg line
47.0kg Black Marlin on 8kg line
6.0kg Broadbill on 8kg line

29.5kg Kingfish on 24kg line
15.2kg Long Tail Tuna on 8kg line
2.5kg Drummer on 1kg line

13kg Groper on 8kg line
29.5kg Cobia on 8kg line
21.5kg Northern Bluefin Tuna on 10kg line
and 23.5kg Northern BluefinTunaon15kg line

28.0kg Northern Bluefin on 10kg line
151.0kg Marlin – Black on 24kg line
24.8kg Cobia on 10kg line
18.10kg Northern Blue Tuna on 8kg line
83.0kg Black Marlin on 24kg line
60.0kg Southern Bluefin Tuna on 15kg line
28.4kg Cobia on 15kg line
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Most Meritorious Capture Trophy
YEAR
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994 TIE
1994 TIE
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012 TIE
2012 TIE
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

ANGLER
Kevin Champion
Paul Kelton
Garry Spruce
Mich Micallef
F Spruce
Pat Henderson
Ed Davis
Phil Aylet
Mark Nolan
Greg Clarke
Ben McKinnirey
David Shearing
Trevor Franklin
Vic Caplikas
David Rawlings
Samantha Anderson
Lloyd Anderson
Michael Wright
Guy Strange (Jnr)
Barry Preston
Cameron Jones
Wayne Colling
Glen Ward
Phillip Dumpleton (Jnr)
Nicholas Pearce (Jnr)
Joshua Sweeny (Jnr)
Peter Webster
Scott Mitchell
Paul Yatras
Jay Maunder
Wayne Colling
Nancy Fitzpatrick
Nathan Siarakas (Jnr)
David Busuttil
Arman Cokun
Jason Simpson
Mick Roberts
Russell Emms
Mary Worsley
David Busuttil
Laine Bathis
Aaron Anderson
Barry Preston
Ryan Nemec
Joshua Preston
Chris Scurfield
Dave Wylie

CLUB
Nowra SFC
Sydney SFC
Newcastle SFC
St George SFC
Newcastle SFC
Narooma SFC
Newcastle SFC
Orange Ex Serv FC
Canberra FC
Wollongong SFC
Wollongong SFC
Orange Ex Serv FC
Culburra FC
Western District SFC
St George SFC
St George SFC
St George SFC
Forster/Tuncurry SFC
Byron Bay SGFC
Nowra SFC
St George SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Barrenjoey SFC
Nowra SFC
Culburra SFC
Lake Macquarie SFC
Nowra SFC
Wollongong SFC
Western Districts SFC
Forster/Tuncurry SFC
Trial Bay SFC
Nowra SFC
South Sydney AFA
Botany Bay SFC
Botany Bay SFC
South Sydney AFA
Narooma S&GFC
Wollongong SFC
St George SFC
Botany Bay SFC
South Sydney AFA
Wollongong SFC
Nowra SFC
South Sydney AFA
Nowra SFC
ALBAA
Wollongong SFC
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NOTES

